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Abstract: When a landslide happens, it is important to recognize the hazard-affected bodies
surrounding the landslide for the risk assessment and emergency rescue. In order to realize
the recognition, the spatial relationship between landslides and other geographic objects such
as residence, roads and schools needs to be defined. Comparing with semantic segmentation and
instance segmentation that can only recognize the geographic objects separately, image captioning can
provide richer semantic information including the spatial relationship among these objects. However,
the traditional image captioning methods based on RNNs have two main shortcomings: the errors in
the prediction process are often accumulated and the location of attention is not always accurate which
would lead to misjudgment of risk. To handle these problems, a landslide image interpretation network
based on a semantic gate and a bi-temporal long-short term memory network (SG-BiTLSTM) is
proposed in this paper. In the SG-BiTLSTM architecture, a U-Net is employed as an encoder to extract
features of the images and generate the mask maps of the landslides and other geographic objects.
The decoder of this structure consists of two interactive long-short term memory networks (LSTMs)
to describe the spatial relationship among these geographic objects so that to further determine the
role of the classified geographic objects for identifying the hazard-affected bodies. The purpose of this
research is to judge the hazard-affected bodies of the landslide (i.e., buildings and roads) through the
SG-BiTLSTM network to provide geographic information support for emergency service. The remote
sensing data was taken by Worldview satellite after the Wenchuan earthquake happened in 2008.
The experimental results demonstrate that SG-BiTLSTM network shows remarkable improvements
on the recognition of landslide and hazard-affected bodies, compared with the traditional LSTM (the
Baseline Model), the BLEU1 of the SG-BiTLSTM is improved by 5.89%, the matching rate between
the mask maps and the focus matrix of the attention is improved by 42.81%. In conclusion, the
SG-BiTLSTM network can recognize landslides and the hazard-affected bodies simultaneously to
provide basic geographic information service for emergency decision-making.

Keywords: landslide; image captioning; bi-temporal LSTM; semantic segmentation

1. Introduction

Landslides occurring in different places will cause different levels of hazard. For example,
landslides which occur in densely populated areas are more harmful than those in uninhabited areas
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. A comparation of landslides happened in different places. The risk of a landslide happens 
in a densely populated area (a) is greater than that happened in an uninhabited area (b). 

To design an emergency rescue plan, the decision-makers need to clear not only the locations 
and boundaries of the landslides, but also the spatial relationships between the landslide and other 
geographic objects. The objects around landslides are named hazard-affected bodies, which are 
recognized through the spatial relationship between landslides and other geographic objects. In this 
paper, the hazard-affected bodies refer to roads and buildings related to emergency rescue. However, 
most current studies only focus on these issues separately. In the studies of recognition of positions 
and ranges of landslides based on remote sensing techniques, the previous work mainly focuses on 
the recognition of landslides and the susceptibility mapping [1-3]. In the studies of hazard-affected 
bodies, due to risk of geological disasters like landslides is related to hazard factors and the 
vulnerability of hazard-affected bodies [4], some researches concentrated on their vulnerability 
assessments and use it as one of the indicators in the risk evaluation system [5,6]. Furthermore, the 
remote sensing technique is used to monitor the specific hazard-affected bodies and evaluate the 
influence of their changes to the local economic development [7-9]. 

Semantic segmentation [10] can recognize landslides and other geographic objects by assessing 
a label to each pixel. The edge detection [11] can extract the boundary of landslides and other 
geographic objects. Geographic object-based image analysis (GeoBIA) studies geographic entities or 
phenomena rather than individual pixels by depicting and analyzing image objects [12-15]. 
Compared with the traditional pixel-based modeling method, the unique feature of image-objects 
become the basic units of analysis, as they represent “meaningful” geographic entities or phenomena 
at multiple scales [16,17]. This paper attempts to combine GeoBIA and semantic segmentation to 
better recognize the geographic objects.  

However, the relationships among these objects are more complicated and the related studies 
are insufficient.  

As a result, for recognizing the hazard-affected bodies, a manual interpretation through spatial 
analysis of GIS technique is required, while this may lead to low efficiency and accuracy. Image 
captioning [18, 19] that is based on a long-short term memory (LSTM) network can describe the 
relationships among these geographic objects in a natural language. LSTM based on attention [20, 21] 
can define the region in the image that corresponds to the current word and provide a useful method 
for recognizing the geographic objects and their spatial relationships simultaneously. Currently, the 
convolutional long-short term memory (Conv LSTM) [21] is getting more attention in the research about 
semantic segmentation, because its input can be expended from 1D to 2D, which is better for processing 
the remote sensing images [22-25]. On the basis of the above researches, we proposed a novel method 
to recognize landslides and hazard-affected bodies simultaneously. In this method, an LSTM network 
was employed to extract the relationship among the geographic objects, then combined it with a mask 
of landslides generated from a U-Net to judge the hazard-affected bodies, so that an information 
support can be provided to emergency decision-making. However, there are still three shortcomings 
in this method that need to be solved: 

 

Figure 1. A comparation of landslides happened in different places. The risk of a landslide happens in
a densely populated area (a) is greater than that happened in an uninhabited area (b).

To design an emergency rescue plan, the decision-makers need to clear not only the locations
and boundaries of the landslides, but also the spatial relationships between the landslide and other
geographic objects. The objects around landslides are named hazard-affected bodies, which are
recognized through the spatial relationship between landslides and other geographic objects. In this
paper, the hazard-affected bodies refer to roads and buildings related to emergency rescue. However,
most current studies only focus on these issues separately. In the studies of recognition of positions
and ranges of landslides based on remote sensing techniques, the previous work mainly focuses on the
recognition of landslides and the susceptibility mapping [1–3]. In the studies of hazard-affected bodies,
due to risk of geological disasters like landslides is related to hazard factors and the vulnerability of
hazard-affected bodies [4], some researches concentrated on their vulnerability assessments and use it
as one of the indicators in the risk evaluation system [5,6]. Furthermore, the remote sensing technique
is used to monitor the specific hazard-affected bodies and evaluate the influence of their changes to the
local economic development [7–9].

Semantic segmentation [10] can recognize landslides and other geographic objects by assessing a
label to each pixel. The edge detection [11] can extract the boundary of landslides and other geographic
objects. Geographic object-based image analysis (GeoBIA) studies geographic entities or phenomena
rather than individual pixels by depicting and analyzing image objects [12–15]. Compared with
the traditional pixel-based modeling method, the unique feature of image-objects become the basic
units of analysis, as they represent “meaningful” geographic entities or phenomena at multiple
scales [16,17]. This paper attempts to combine GeoBIA and semantic segmentation to better recognize
the geographic objects.

However, the relationships among these objects are more complicated and the related studies
are insufficient.

As a result, for recognizing the hazard-affected bodies, a manual interpretation through
spatial analysis of GIS technique is required, while this may lead to low efficiency and accuracy.
Image captioning [18,19] that is based on a long-short term memory (LSTM) network can describe the
relationships among these geographic objects in a natural language. LSTM based on attention [20,21]
can define the region in the image that corresponds to the current word and provide a useful method
for recognizing the geographic objects and their spatial relationships simultaneously. Currently,
the convolutional long-short term memory (Conv LSTM) [21] is getting more attention in the research
about semantic segmentation, because its input can be expended from 1D to 2D, which is better for
processing the remote sensing images [22–25]. On the basis of the above researches, we proposed a
novel method to recognize landslides and hazard-affected bodies simultaneously. In this method, an
LSTM network was employed to extract the relationship among the geographic objects, then combined
it with a mask of landslides generated from a U-Net to judge the hazard-affected bodies, so that an
information support can be provided to emergency decision-making. However, there are still three
shortcomings in this method that need to be solved:
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(1) Accumulated error: In the training process, the image captioning is generated depending on the
ground truth (GT) word by word. However, in the prediction process, the wordt can only rely on
the previous generated wordt−1, if the wordt−1 is incorrect, it may result in an incorrect chain in
the image captioning that will cause an accumulated error.

(2) The different parts of the image captioning often relies more on either the image features or the
context information, but most of the current LSTM based on attention cannot make a dynamic
and adaptive choice between the image and the context information [26].

(3) The locations of the attentions are not sufficiently accurate, namely, the attentions do not always
accurately locate the actual positions of the landslides and the hazard-affected bodies, in spite of
this, there is no correction mechanism in the existing methods.

Therefore, we proposed a novel image captioning network called semantic gate and a bi-temporal
long-short term memory network (SG-BiTLSTM) to remedy the shortcomings. The main contributions
of this paper are as follows:

(1) We introduced a novel double-temporal LSTM that use three losses of language, prediction and
attention to train the network parameters so as to reduce the accumulated error in the process
of prediction.

(2) We proposed a semantic gate that enables the network to choose to rely on the image or the
context dynamically and adaptively.

(3) We construct a new attention correction mechanism for improving the location accuracy in the
remote sensing images.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review about
previous researches on landslides. Section 3 describes the background of the method used in this
paper. The main strategy of this paper is presented in Section 4. The experiments and the discussion
are presented in Sections 5 and 6, and the conclusions are discussed in the final section.

2. Relate Work

The existing researches about landslide includes the landslide detection and the landslide
susceptibility mapping, the methods used in these researches can be divided into two types: traditional
methods and deep learning-based methods.

2.1. Landslide Analysis Based on Traditional Methods

The traditional methods for landslide analysis include support vector machine (SVM), decision tree
model, etc. Chen et al. [27] proposed an object-oriental landslide mapping method based on random
forests and mathematical morphology to detect the landslides happened in the history. The proposed
method would be good for rapid emergency response to natural disasters. This paper also explored
the both-effect of landslides caused by earthquake and heavy rainfall events by using traditional
statistical models and data mining methods to compare the effectiveness of different methods on
landslide susceptibility mapping. According to the results, the proposed Support Vector Machine
obtained the best effectiveness on the construction of the susceptibility map of both kinds of landslide
Roy et al. [28] put forward a novel method which integrated the weight-of-evidence (WofE) and
support vector machine (SVM) with remote sensing datasets and geographic information systems (GIS).
The experimental results from the proposed method and the conclusion are positive to the managers
and the city-planners of the landslide-prone areas. Shen et al. [29] updated and refined landslide
susceptibility maps by using persistent scatterer interometry (PSI) data directly. The refined method
proposed in this paper is able to increase the susceptibility degree in part of the study area and generate
a more-reliable landslide susceptibility map in the area. Park et al. [30] used decision tree models
recognized a total of 548 landslides, then analyzed the relationship between landslide occurrence and
landslide-inducing factors by using Chi-square automatic interaction detection (CHAID), exhausted
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CHAID and quick, unbiased and efficient statistical tree (QUEST) decision tree models. The results
were verified by the area under the curve (AUC) method. According to this paper, the landslide
susceptibility in mountainous area is higher than that in the coastal area. Kadavi et al. [31] produced
landslide susceptibility maps using different machine learning models (the AdaBoost, LogitBoost,
Multiclass Classifier and Bagging model), the results were validated by the area under the Curve
(AUC) method. The multiclass classifier method obtained the highest prediction accuracy of 85.9%
than other models. Shao et al. [32] constructed an inventory of the landslides caused by the earthquake
happened in Japan on 5 September 2018, then use both logistic regression (LR) and support vector
machine (SVM) methods to assess landslide susceptibility. According to the experimental results, the
SVM outperformed the LR model on the susceptibility mapping.

2.2. Landslide Analysis Based on Neural Networks

Prakash et al. [33] proposed a modified U-Net to complete semantic segmentation of landslides
at regional scale from Earth observation (EO) data by using ResNet 34 blocks for feature extraction,
then compared this method with traditional machine learning methods. The deep learning method
outperformed the pixel-based and object-based machine learning methods. In the ref. [34], the authors
designed convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with different layers to produce eight landslide
distribution maps, then, compared them with manually extracted landslide polygons by using different
methods to assess the accuracy. The conclusion demonstrated that the effectiveness of the CNNs for
landslide detection relies on the design of the network, includes the window size of the sample patch,
the data used in the network and the training method.

To sum up, the previous researchers mainly focus on the recognition of the landslides and their
susceptibility mapping, the concern about the hazard-affected bodies which surround landslides is not
enough. Furthermore, most of the methods used in the previous research are SVM or decision tree
model, few involves deep neural network technique.

3. Background of the Method Used

3.1. Semantic Segmentation

The semantic segmentation based on neural networks is represented by FCN [35], and evolved
U-Net [36] and DenseNet [37] etc. These networks have the following characteristics: they are
fully convolutional networks without fully connection; a skip connection structure combined with
deconvolution layers and convolution layers at different depths so as to revert the accurate locations of
the geographic objects and add semantic labels to each pixel of the image. The semantic segmentation
networks based on CNNs are widely applied in the recognition of buildings [38–41], the extraction
of cadastral boundaries [42] and the land use or land cover change [43,44]. The applications are
also expanded to the recognition of the agricultural plants [45], pests and diseases [46,47], especially
the Refs. [48] introduced the attention mechanism to realize a better segmentation by inhibiting the
low-level features noise throughout the high-level features. With the continuous development of
applications, according to the characteristics of multi-band remote sensing data structure, the LSTM
network is often used in the semantic segmentation of the remote sensing images [49–54]. Refs. [51,52]
adopted a central pixel and neighborhood pixels with n × n channels as input, it combines the spatial
and the multi-channel spectrum features to recognize the types of the remote sensing pixels.

In conclusion, semantic segmentation based on deep neural network has been widely used in
the recognition of geographic objects. However, semantic segmentation cannot obtain the spatial
relationships among the objects and the semantic description of the scenario.

3.2. Image Captioning

Remote sensing image captioning can generate a sentence in a natural language to describe the
objects and the relationships among them [55]. The related research derived from the description
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in neural language of remote sensing images [56,57] in the aspect of computing. Attention-based
LSTMs [58] can output the semantic information of images and attach the location of the geographic
objects to the words at the related time according to the focus matrix simultaneously. To make better
use of the image captions and features, the reference [59] designed a mechanism which enable the
LSTM to focus on semantic information or on image features adaptively at each time. In the aspect
of remote sensing, some researchers have conducted useful explorations. Qu et al. [58] adopted a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to generate sentences in natural language to describe remote sensing
images. Shi et al. [59] proposed a remote sensing image captioning framework based on the CNNs.
To promote the development of remote sensing image captioning, a large-scale benchmark dataset is
presented [60]. Wang et al. [61] regarded the remote sensing image captioning as a latent semantic
embedding task by using semantic embedding by CNNs. Zhang et al. [62] put forward an attribute
attention mechanism for the remote sensing image captioning, this mechanism senses the image and
interpret the correspondence between the features and the words. The above research adopted CNNs
as an encoder, and LSTM as a decoder, therefore, the conversion from images to natural language
description can be realized.

Research about remote sensing image captioning has already made some achievements recently,
but there are still many problems, for example, the area in the image corresponding to the attention
weight matrix cannot often match the remote sensing object corresponding to the word at the same
time. Another problem is the accumulated error in the training process. As a result, further research is
still necessary.

3.3. The Fusion of Semantic Segmentation and Image Captioning

The current research shows a trend of combination of semantic segmentation and image captioning,
referring image segmentation [63–65] and visual question answering [66,67] are becoming the research
hotspots. The common ground of these research is that they segment an image according to a natural
language. To realize a pixelwise segmentation, the researchers used a recurrent LSTM network to
encode the referential expression into a vector, and utilized a fully convolutional network to extract the
spatial features from the image and output a spatial response map for the object [63]. Other researchers
further proposed a convolutional multimodal LSTM to combine the sequential interactions between the
words, the visual and spatial information. In the paper [66], a top-up visual attention mechanism was
used in image captioning and visual question answering (VQA) that can understand the images deeper
by using fine-grained analysis and multiple steps of reasoning. Paper [67] proposed a mechanism that
combines bottom-up and top-down attention mechanism, then utilized the method in the visual scenario
understanding and VQA. Image-text matching is a research hotspot in the vision and language aspects.
The paper [68] come up with an understandable method to generate the visual representation that can
capture the key objects in a scenario. In the remote sensing aspect, the paper [69] proposed a method
to realize multi-scale segmentation and spatial relationships recognition of images simultaneously
by using attention model. This method considers the advantages of both semantic segmentation and
image captioning, and enriches the semantic description of remote sensing images.

To sum up, the current research has already got achievements, but in the image captioning, further
research aiming at the matching between the location of objects and the segmentation mask and to
reduce the accumulated error in the recurrent networks is still necessary.

4. Methodology

In the Section 4, we would detail the SG-BiTLSTM network, includes the architecture, a novel
semantic gate and the integrated loss function.

4.1. Methodological Flow Chart

Our method develops according to the flow chart shown in the Figure 2.
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Step 1. Data Preparation: The image used in this study was obtained by Worldview-1 satellite, its
spatial resolution is 0.5 m, we run a quality analysis to the image, the detail is presented in Section 5.1.
The results show that the quality of the image can meet the needs of our experiments. The data used in
this study is divided into 7 classes, namely, landslide, road, greenland, agriculture, building, river and
others. We manually chose the sample box and crop 224 × 224 pixels as a sample. The total number of
the samples is 2910. We selected 1925 samples as a training set, and the remaining 985 samples were
used as a validation set. An example of the samples is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. An example of the samples and its ground truth (GT) used in this paper. (a) is the original
image, while (b) is the corresponding GT. There are 4 classes in this sample: landslide, greenland,
agriculture and building. In the GT, a specific color was given to every class of the geographic objects.

Step 2. Network and Parameter Setting: Our network includes two minor structures, a semantic
segmentation network and an image captioning network. We merged the mask of objects which
generated from the semantic segmentation network and the relationship among the objects output from
the bi-temporal image captioning by using focus matrix, so that realized an automatic recognition of
landslides and the hazard-affected bodies based on the spatial relationship among them. Furthermore,
this network can make the word dynamically and adaptively choose to rely more on the image or on
the context information. The number of parameters of the U-Net is 8.64 million, while the number of
the LSTM is 0.24 million. The detailed network architecture will be described in Section 4.2.

Step 3. Integrated Loss Function Setting: In order to improve the accuracy of location, we
designed a strategy of location GT, then integrated it with the bi-temporal loss function, which enables
the network accurately recognize landslides and hazard-affected bodies and interpret their spatial
relationship. The details will be described in Section 4.6.

Step 4. Training and Validation: We trained and validated our model on a Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU), the times of iteration in the training process was 1600 and the learning rate was 0.001.
The detailed models and training methods will be presented in Section 5.2.

Step 5. Performance Assessment: We analyzed our experimental results of the SG-BiTLSTM model
on the validation set, elaborated the improvement compared with the baseline model. The stability of
our model was proven by a Monte Carlo experiment. The detailed description will be provided in
Sections 5.4 and 6.1.

Step 6. Prediction: During the prediction, we used a self-programmed program to scan the
image line by line, every 224 × 224 pixels were cut as a sample, the spatial resolution of 0.5 m was
maintained in all samples. We input these samples into the well-trained SG-BiTLSTM network to
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predict landslides and their hazard-affected bodies, so that a data support can be provided to the
emergency decision-maker. The detailed description will be provided in Section 4.7.

The output of the SG-BiTLSTM network includes two parts: one is the masks of the geographic
objects output from the U-Net, the other is the natural language description of landslides and their
surrounding objects generated from the BiTLSTM. We can determine the hazard-affected bodies
through the spatial relationship (next to or surround) between the landslide and other geographic
objects. Moreover, by providing a focus matrix mapping to the object mask map, we can determine
the label, location and boundary of the affected bodies, therefore provide information services for
disaster emergency.

4.2. Network Architecture

The SG-BiTLSTM is based on a U-Net and a bi-temporal LSTM. The U-Net is adopted as an
encoder, while the decoder is the bi-temporal LSTM which is composed of two interconnected LSTMs,
it is used to generate two words at each time.

As an encoder of the SG-BiTLSTM network, the U-Net receives remote sensing images and outputs
semantic segmentation maps and multi-channel feature maps. The semantic segmentation maps are of
size 224 × 224 × 7 (height ×width × channel) and are transferred into the location of remote sensing
objects by masking. The multi-channel remote sensing features are of size 224 × 224 × 32 (height ×
width × channel). The decoder includes two interconnected bi-temporal LSTMs. At time t, the language
LSTM accepts the features of size 224 × 224 × 32 output from the encoder, h1

t−1 from the language LSTM
and h2

t from the prediction LSTM at the previous time. The h2
t , which is regarded as the corresponding

information of the word y1
t that will be generated from the language LSTM, was input into the semantic

gate to control the contribution of the image to the next word. This structure can realize adaptive
decision to focus on either the image or the semantic information while generating captions. Then,
the language LSTM generates a word y1

t at time t and outputs the corresponding h1
t and c1

t into the
prediction LSTM for the prediction of a corresponding h2

t+1 for the next time. The structure of the
SG-BiTLSTM is shown in Figure 4.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 30 
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Figure 4. The main architecture of the semantic gate and a bi-temporal long-short term memory
network (SG-BiTLSTM). The U-Net is used as an encoder. The decoder of this structure consists of two
LSTMs: a language LSTM and a prediction LSTM.

4.3. U-Net and Geographic Objects

U-Net, a semantic segmentation network, is used to generate a geographic object-based
classification map in the SG-BiTLSTM. In this network, compared with the classic GeoBIA study
framework, there is no need to perform separate steps of segmentation, object-based feature
mergence, feature extraction, and classification [70]. Briefly, such end-to-end learning reduces the
uncertainty of scale determination and feature selection, thereby improving the degree of automation
of semantic annotation.
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We use multi-scale remote sensing objects to make the GT for training, so the network can learn
multi-scale features of objects and label each pixel accordingly. A key differentiation between classic
pixel-based approaches and GeoBIA is that GeoBIA incorporates the wisdom of the user into its
frameworks, i.e., it uses semantics to translate image-objects into real-world features [71], so we believe
that the proposed network absorbs the idea of GeoBIA. As shown in Figure 5.
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4.4. Bi-Temporal LSTM

The core of the SG-BiTLSTM is the bi-temporal LSTM formed by a language LSTM, a prediction
LSTM and a semantic gate. In contrast to the traditional LSTM, at time t, when the language LSTM
generates a word, it not only relies on the hidden-layer information h1

t−1 at time t − 1, but also consider
the h2

t generated from the prediction LSTM at time t − 1, it means that the image captioning from the
language LSTM at time t integrates the effects of the two LSTM networks at two times.

Therefore, two series of image captioning will be generated: h1
t = {h1

1, h1
2, h1

3, . . . , h1
T, EOS} and

h2
t = {h2

2,h2
3, . . . , h2

T, EOS, EOS}. The h1
t will be generated in a sentence Y1

t = {y1
1, y1

2, y1
3, . . . , y1

T, EOS},
which can be used as a captioning of the remote sensing image. Another image caption, namely, Y2

t
= {y2

2, y2
3, . . . , y2

T, EOS, EOS}, was used for two purposes: one is to generate a loss to facilitate the
training of the language LSTM, the other is to serve as the input of the semantic gate for dynamically
and adaptively controlling the opening or closing of the semantic gate to realize the option of focusing
on either the image or the context according to different words. The bi-temporal LSTM is shown in
Figure 6.
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The detailed procedure is presented below.

Initialization of the language LSTM when t = 0:
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At the initial time, the memory unit of the language LSTM is as follows:

c1
0 = f 1

0 ·c
1
−1 + i10·σh

(
Wc1

[
h1
−1, x1

0

]
+ bc1

)
(1)

The initial values of the input gate and the forget gate can be computed as:

i10 = σ
(
Wi1

[
h1
−1, x1

0

]
+ bi1

)
(2)

f 1
0 = σ

(
W f 1

[
h1
−1, x1

0

]
+ b f 1

)
(3)

x1
0, c1
−1, h1

−1 can be computed as:

x1
0 =

[
w1

0; attention
(
v, h1
−1, h2

−1

)]
(4)

c1
−1 = Wc1

−1
·v + bc1

−1
(5)

h1
−1 = Wh1

−1
·v + bh1

−1
(6)

where v is the remote sensing image feature with dimensions of 224 × 224 × 32 and w1
0 is the initial

word embedding vector with a dimension of 35.

Initialization of the prediction LSTM when t = 0:

The bi-temporal LSTM uses the memory unit (c1
0) and hidden-layer information (h1

0) from the
language LSTM as the initial values of the prediction LSTM:

c2
−1 = c1

0 (7)

h2
−1 = h1

0 (8)

x2
0 comes from the embedding (w1

1) output from the language LSTM at the initial time:

x2
0 =

[
w1

0; attention
(
v, h2

−1

)]
(9)

c2
0 = f 2

0 ·c
2
−1 + i20·σh

(
Wc2

[
h2
−1, x2

0

]
+ bc2

)
= f 2

0 ·c
1
0 + i20·σh

(
Wc2

[
h1

0, x2
0

]
+ bc2

)
(10)

The initial values of the input gate and forget gate can be computed as:

i20 = σ
(
Wi2

[
h2
−1, x2

0

]
+ bi2

)
= σ

(
Wi2

[
h1

0, x2
0

]
+ bi2

)
(11)

f 2
0 = σ

(
W f 2

[
h2
−1, x2

0

]
+ b f 2

)
= σ

(
W f 2

[
h1

0, x2
0

]
+ b f 2

)
(12)

The main difference from the original method is that the hidden state of the prediction LSTM is
updated to h1

0 while h2
t−1 is employed for h1

0 . v is the remote sensing image feature with a dimension of
224× 224× 32, and w1 is the t = 1 word embedding vector from the language LSTM with a dimension
of 512.

Status of the language LSTM when t ≥ 1:

At time t: The values of the input gate, the forget gate and the output gate can be computed as:

i1t = σ
(
Wi1

[
h1

t−1, x1
t

]
+ bi1

)
(13)

f 1
t = σ

(
W f 1

[
h1

t−1, x1
t

]
+ b f 1

)
(14)

o1
t = σ

(
Wo1

[
h1

t−1, x1
t

]
+ bo1

)
(15)
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where the value of input xt can be computed as:

x1
t =

[
w1

t−1, v, dynamic Att1
t

(
v, h1

t−1, h2
t

)]
(16)

The Formula (16) will be detailed in Section 3.3.
In addition, the values of the semantic memory cell at time t can be computed as:

c1
t = f 1

t ·c
1
t−1 + i1t ·σh

(
Wc1

[
h1

t−1, x1
t

]
+ bc1

)
(17)

The hidden layer information ht at time t can be computed as:

h1
t = o1

t ·σh
(
c1

t

)
(18)

Status of the prediction LSTM when t ≥ 1:

At time t, the h1
t , w1

t and c1
t are input into the prediction LSTM, which generates the h2

t+1 at time t +

1, hence, the semantic gate can be controlled. The value of input xt can be computed using:

x2
t+1 =

[
w1

1, v, attention
(
v, h1

t

)]
(19)

The values of the input gate, the forget gate and the output gate can be computed as:

i2t+1 = σ
(
Wi2

[
h1

t , x2
t+1

]
+ bi2

)
(20)

f 2
t+1 = σ

(
W f 2

[
h1

t , x2
t+1

]
+ b f 2

)
(21)

o2
t+1 = σ

(
Wo2

[
h1

t , x2
t+1

]
+ bo2

)
(22)

In addition, the values of the prediction LSTM memory unit can be computed as:

c2
t = c1

t (23)

c2
t+1 = f 2

t+1·c
1
t + i2t+1·σh

(
Wc2

[
h1

t , x2
t+1

]
+ bc2

)
(24)

The hidden-layer information h2
t+1 at time t + 1 can be computed as:

h2
t+1 = o2

t+1·σh
(
c2

t+1

)
) (25)

The bi-temporal LSTM will generate two captioning sentences, specifically, the language LSTM
can generate the series Y1

t , and the prediction LSTM can generate the series Y2
t .

The phase starts from the beginning of sentence (BOS) element, which is typically a zero vector,
and ends with the end of sentence (EOS) element. The prediction sequence h2

t+1 depends on h1
t , thus y2

1
is not in Y2

t .
Y1

t =
{
y1

1 , y1
2, y1

3 , . . . , y1
T, EOS

}
(26)

Y2
t =

{
y2

2 , y2
3 , . . . , y2

T, EOS
}

(27)

4.5. Semantic Gate

The semantic gate adopts a multilayer perceptron (MLP) structure. It regards h2
t , which is predicted

by the prediction LSTM at time t − 1, as an input at time t, we separately used the Sigmoid function
and a customized function as activation functions. To realize the attention correct mechanism and
control the opening or closing of the semantic gate, we designed two rules of the attention GT in the
training process.
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(1) We adopt the masks of landslides and other geographic objects that correspond to the word at
time t as the GT of the attention when the generated word is a noun;

(2) The GT of the attention is 0 when the generated word is not a noun, it means that the word does
not describe the remote sensing object in the image at this time.

We added the loss of the attention into the integrated loss to train the parameters of the semantic
gate to make it open if h2

t from the prediction LSTM describes a noun (remote sensing object), or to
make the gate close otherwise. Therefore, the semantic gate can automatically decide when to focus
more on the image and when to rely more on the language model.

The innovation of this structure is that we have already predicted the word y2
t (h2

t ) from the
prediction LSTM before the y1

t is generated by the language LSTM. As a result, the y2
t (h2

t ) can control
the semantic gate to generate the y1

t more accurate. In the same way, the language LSTM can control
h2

t according to h1
t . The two LSTMs are coupled to each other and trained to improve the accuracy.

A detailed description is presented below:
At the time t, the input of the original image feature is expressed as follows:

x1
t =

[
w1

t−1; dynamicAtt1
t

(
v, h1

t−1, h2
t

)]
(28)

The attention formulas are:
e1

ti = f att
(
vi, h1

t−1

)
(29)

α1
t = so f tmax

(
e1

t

)
(30)

att1
t =

k∑
1

α1
i,tvi (31)

The semantic gate is calculated as:

semanticGate1
t = f

(
Wsg

[
h2

t

]
+ bsg

)
(32)

dynamicAtt1
t

(
v, h1

t−1, h2
t

)
= semanticGate1

t ·att1
t = f

(
Wsg

[
h2

t

]
+ bsg

)
·

k∑
1

α1
i,tvi (33)

where v is the remote sensing image feature with dimension of 224× 224× 32, k = 224 × 224, h1
t−1 and h2

t
are the hidden-layer information at time t − 1 and time t. w1

t−1 is the language LSTM word embedding
vector with a dimension of 512 at time t − 1, Wsg is a weight matrix of the semantic gate and bsg is
an offset.

To better control the open or close of the semantic gate, we utilized a new customized activation
function which is defined as follows. (Figure 7)

f (x) =

1, x ≥ 0

ex, x < 0
(34)

The customized activation function has the following characteristics:

(1) If h2
t from the prediction LSTM is the embedding vector of the noun, then Wi1

[
h2

t

]
+ bi1 ≥ 0,

f
(
Wi1

[
h2

t

]
+ bi1

)
= 1, so the semantic gate is opened completely. This will maximize the effect of

the remote sensing image on the generation of the word at the time.
(2) If h2

t from the prediction LSTM is the embedding vector of the function words (e.g., relationships),

then Wi1
[
h2

t

]
+ bi1 < 0, f

(
Wi1

[
h2

t

]
+ bi1

)
< 1, the semantic gate will inhibit the image information,

which cause the LSTM more rely on the context information.
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These strategies can be implemented to dynamically decide whether to more rely on image
information or the semantic information when generating the word at the current time.
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Figure 7. The customized activation function of the semantic gate. From the figure, it can be seen that
when the x ≥ 0, the value of f(x) equals to 1, otherwise it equals to ex.

4.6. Comprehensive Loss Function

The loss of the language LSTM consists of three parts. The first two parts are its own loss (denote
Loss 1), and the loss we introduce in the prediction LSTM (denote Loss 2), which enables the current
word to take the outputs of the two networks into consideration.

To improve the location accuracy, this paper designed the GT of the attention. Then, we calculate
the cross-entropy between the object mask and attention matrix as the loss3, and combine it with the
Losses 1 and 2 at time t, so that the SG-BiTLSTM can improve both the accuracy of the location and
the ability to automatically decide when to focus more on the image and when to rely more on the
language context.

loss1 = −
1
T

T∑
t=1

log
(
p1

t

(
y1

t |y
1

1:t−1
))

(35)

loss2 = −
1

T − 1

T∑
t=2

log(p2
t (y2

t |y
2

1:t−2)) (36)

loss3 = −
1
T

T∑
t=1

yαt log(pt(yαt )) + (1− yαt ) log(1− pt(yαt )) (37)

The three losses can be calculated via the following formulas, the coefficient is an empirical value
obtained from experiments:

loss = c_loss/5.0 + next_c_loss/5.0 + a_loss (38)

4.7. Prediction

Because of the limits of GPU memory, the whole high-resolution image must be segmented into
patches (samples) in deep neural network models. This often results in a complete geographic object
being cut into different parts and allocated to different samples. In order to obtain complete geographic
information, it is necessary to comprehensively restore the results of each sample together by stitching
patch by patch. Therefore, we designed the following predict process.

Firstly, a self-programmed program is used to scan the remote sensing image line by line.
Each patch of 224 × 224 pixels will be cut as a sample. The pixels maintain the original spatial
resolution of 0.5m. These samples will be input to the well-trained SG-BiTLSTM network to predict
the corresponding landslide and its hazard-affected bodies (as shown in Figure 8a,b).
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Secondly, a sample stitching program was used to stitch the predicted samples one by one, and the
hazard-affected bodies are identified based on the spatial relationship generated from image captioning.

The detailed steps are shown below:

(1) Relationship transformation from part to the whole object: we added a channel to each pixel
of the predicted sample of 224 × 224 as a flag, which will store the information of whether the
pixel is adjacent to landslides. Going through all predicted samples (patches), we use an image
caption sentence (for example, the image caption of sample a: “small landslide next to building
and agriculture and greenland”) to find the objects (buildings) adjacent to the landslide, then use
the focus weight matrix (e.g., Figure 8d,g) generated by SG-BiTLSTM to locate the corresponding
object mask (e.g., Figure 9m). The additional channel value of the pixels of the part of the objects
(o in l) was set to non-zero, so that the spatial relationship in the caption sentence can be projected
onto the pixels of the part of the object.

(2) Identify the hazard-affected bodies: we used the stitching program to merge the predicted sample
patches to the whole image, then go through each whole object (O) to judge whether there is a
non-zero flag. If it exists, the whole object O in m is the hazard-affected body.

(3) Each pixel in the merged image corresponds to the same location point of the original image, and
its spatial coordinates can be restored. In this way, the identified hazard-affected body can provide
important information such as location, boundary and class label for emergency response.
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5. Experiments and Analysis

5.1. Introduction of the Research Area and Samples

This study involves an area in Wenchuan, Sichuan Province after the earthquake on July 1st,
2008. The latitude and longitude ranges are 31◦25′48” N to 31◦31′23” N and 103◦31′34” E to 103◦38′13”
E, respectively. These ranges cover an area of 149.36 square kilometers. The image was taken by
Worldview-1 satellite, its spatial resolution is 0.5 m, includes three bands of red, green and blue.
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Before extracting information from a satellite image, it is necessary to evaluate its quality. In this
paper, 5 scenes are randomly selected from the original image (Figure 10), the size of each scene is
1792 × 1792 pixels (equivalent to the size of 8 × 8 training samples). In terms of engineering quality, the
image quality is evaluated from two aspects: gray level feature and texture feature [72]. The selected
scenes are shown below:ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 30 
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and agriculture.

In this paper, the commonly used mean value (E = 1
m×n

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 g(i, j)) and mean square

deviation (σ = 1
m×n

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1[g(i, j) − E(i, j)]) are selected to reflect the gray level features of

image, and the homogeneity (HOM =
∑L−1

i=0
∑L−1

j=0
p(i, j)

1+|i− j| ) and information entropy (ENT =∑m−1
i=0

∑n−1
j=0 p(i, j) log p(i, j)) are calculated based on gray level co-occurrence matrix to reflect the

texture features of the image. Where m and n represent the width and height of the selected image,
g(i,j) represents the gray value at the point (i,j), p(i,j) represents the value of the normalized gray level
co-occurrence matrix [72].

The calculation results of the gray level and texture indexes of each image are presented in the
following Table 1.

Table 1. Statistics of gray level features and texture features.

Image Band E σ HOM ENT

a
blue 167.87029 46.297745 0.173274 8.8535319

green 164.76142 49.489792 0.1731411 8.9109432
red 162.51355 49.703531 0.1715312 8.944059

b
blue 162.97342 45.227041 0.1628429 8.9063794

green 159.33938 46.88811 0.1595825 8.9758587
red 156.85538 47.43977 0.1580909 9.0122284

c
blue 150.46089 41.27689 0.1812003 8.5812162

green 152.91233 43.758507 0.1837054 8.5986627
red 151.17894 47.761041 0.1818619 8.6860094

d
blue 127.06086 26.547448 0.2000544 7.9150757

green 130.71656 29.037766 0.2014483 7.9912087
red 127.6713 32.800937 0.1994446 8.1189005

e
blue 152.50067 25.744151 0.3164164 7.4239366

green 151.80391 23.895315 0.3185966 7.3490482
red 150.09841 23.143344 0.3167386 7.329055

As can be seen from the table:

• The mean values of each band of images a–c and e are higher than that of image d, which means
the radiation intensities of images a–c and e are higher than that of image d.

• The mean square deviations of each band of images a–c are higher than that of images d and e,
which indicates that the information hierarchy of images a–c are better than that of images d and e.
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• The homogeneities of images a–c are lower than that of images d and e, which means the former
images have richer texture contrast than the latter images and can show clear boundaries between
different geographic objects.

• The information entropies of each band of images a–c are higher than that of images d and e,
indicating that the information contents of images a–c are richer than that of images d and e.

The above statistical results show that the selected images (especially images a–c, which include
most classes of objects in this paper) contains rich geographic object information and diverse geographic
object types, which can describe the details of surface information well and meet the requirements of
complex information extraction in this paper.

Our experimental results also confirm this. The total accuracy of semantic segmentation is 0.93, the
recognition accuracy of landslides, buildings and roads is 0.94, 0.91 and 0.87, respectively. These results
show that the segmentation result was good enough to provide high-quality image features for the
BiTLSTM and make the recognition result of hazard-affected body credible.

The samples used in this study include two kinds: “multiple to multiple” samples and “1 to 1”
samples. A “multiple to multiple” sample is a sample in which there are at least two relationships
among the landslide and hazard-affected body in both the image and the sentence; while a “1 to 1”
sample refers to a sample in which there is only one kind of relationship among the objects in the
image and in the sentence simultaneously. The number of “multiple to multiple” samples is 1364,
while the “1 to 1” samples is 1546. The entire research area is shown in Figure 11.
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5.2. Introduction of the Training Modes

As shown below, we have used four models for comparison with ours (the fifth one). Particularly,
we used the attention-based LSTM as a baseline model to compare the experimental results and an
attention correction with semantic gate model II to verify the control effects of different activation
functions on the semantic gate.

(1) Baseline Model

This model is a traditional attention-based LSTM architecture. In the training process, we set the
learning rate to 0.001, the batch size to 5 and the epoch of trainings to 40.
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(2) Attention Correction Model

An attention correction mechanism was added to the baseline model. We trained the samples one
by one, set the learning rate to 0.001 and the epoch of trainings to 20.

(3) Attention Correction with Semantic Gate Model I

A semantic gate was added to the attention correction LSTM to control the image feature or
context information of the considered sentence. Both batch and single-step training were utilized in
the training process. In this model, we set the learning rate to 0.001, the batch sizes for single-step and
batch training to 1 and 5, respectively; the epochs of training for them to 20 and 40, respectively.

(4) Attention Correction with Semantic Gate Model II

A sigmoid activation function was added to the original attention mechanism of the attention
correction with semantic gate LSTM, the objective is to normalize the output value of the attention to
between 0 and 1 to realize a better effect for the semantic gate control. Single-step training was used in
the training process. In this model, we set the learning rate to 0.001, the batch size to 1 and the epoch
of trainings to 20.

(5) SG-BiTLSTM Model

We used a customized activation function instead of the sigmoid function in the semantic gate,
and in the new activation function, we adopt y = ex if x < 0, and y = 1 if x > 0. In this model, we set the
learning rate to 0.001, the batch size to 1 and the epoch of trainings to 20.

5.3. Semantic Accuracy Analysis

We used the above five models to conduct the experiments. In order to determine the differences
between the batch and single-step training, we trained the attention correction with semantic gate
model I in two modes: we set the batch to 1 and 5 separately. In the single-step training mode, we
selected a counting point in every 5 batches, so the counting method can be equivalently the same with
the batch training mode.

The loss curves of all models are presented in Figure 12.
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According to the figure, compared with the baseline model, the models proposed in this paper
have advantages. Moreover, the application of the multiple losses and the semantic gate can make the
training efficiency of a single step as high as that of batches, while there is no significant difference in
convergence speed and the losses after convergence are approximately the same.

The evaluation results of the models are presented in Table 2 and Figure 13.

Table 2. Bleu indicators of the models.

Models Bleu_1 Bleu_2 Bleu_3 Bleu_4 METEOR ROUGE_L CIDEr

Baseline 0.8022 0.7290 0.6750 0.6300 0.4298 0.8093 4.9896

Attention Correction Model 0.8395 0.7977 0.7562 0.7114 0.4541 0.8491 6.0763

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I (batch) 0.8494 0.7940 0.7643 0.7280 0.4744 0.8491 6.0863

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I (single) 0.8555 0.8093 0.7646 0.7183 0.4799 0.8530 6.1889

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model II 0.8581 0.8149 0.774 0.7329 0.4813 0.8532 6.1999

SG-BiTLSTM 0.8611 0.8200 0.7801 0.7383 0.4872 0.8609 6.2810
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From the figure we can see that BLEU1 of the baseline model is the lowest, and the proposed
models outperform the baseline model. In these new models, the SG-BiTLSTM model has the best
effect on landslide recognition and location, the BLEU1 of this model reaches the highest of 0.8611.
Bleus of the attention correction model are relatively lower than other proposed models, namely,
the accuracies of the other proposed models are comparatively consistent. Therefore, the attention
correction model is abandoned in the follow-up analysis.

5.4. Model Stability Analysis

In order to verify the stability and the scalability of our SG-BiTLSTM network, we randomly
allocate the total samples to the training and validation sets in the same proportions as the previous
experiments, and performed 10 independent Monte Carlo runs, then the Bleu_1, Bleu_2, Bleu_3 and
Bleu_4 of these experiments were compared, where the trend of them is shown in the Figure 15. In the
Monte Carlo experiments, the mean values of the Bleu_1, Bleu_2, Bleu_3 and Bleu_4 were 0.8586,
0.8166, 0.7749 and 0.7308, while the standard deviations were 0.00139, 0.00291, 0.00457 and 0.00629,
which proved the stability and scalability of the experimental results. The results are shown in Table 3
and Figure 14.
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Table 3. Bleu values of the 10 Monte Carlo runs.

No. bleu1 bleu2 bleu3 bleu4

1 0.8596 0.8202 0.7809 0.739

2 0.8589 0.8182 0.7769 0.7332

3 0.8584 0.8152 0.7714 0.7252

4 0.8578 0.8126 0.7682 0.7217

5 0.8573 0.815 0.7732 0.7292

6 0.8567 0.8141 0.7716 0.7261

7 0.8599 0.8196 0.7796 0.7375

8 0.8571 0.8133 0.77 0.7247

9(Ours) 0.8611 0.82 0.7801 0.7383

10 0.8589 0.8182 0.7769 0.7332
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Figure 14. Bleu trend of the 10 experiments. It can be seen from the figure that in these experiments, the
variation amplitudes of Bleu_1, Bleu_2, Bleu_3 and Bleu_4 are subtle, which can prove the randomness
of the data distribution and the robustness of the experiments.

6. Discussion

In this chapter, we will analyze the matching accuracy of the location between the attention matrix
of nouns generated from image captioning and masks of the objects generated from the semantic
segmentation network, this is the key step of recognizing the hazard-affected bodies through the spatial
relationship. Besides, the dynamically and adaptively control of the semantic gate is also demonstrated
in this section according to the change of the attention matrix at different times.

6.1. Location Accuracy Analysis

To ensure the location accuracy of the attention of different models, we have analyzed the matching
accuracy between the attention weight matrix of the nouns and the remote sensing objects (landslides
or hazard-affected bodies) of the 5 models. The results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 15.
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Table 4. Locations accuracy of the models.

Models Total Generated
Nouns

Total Correct
Nouns

Total Matched
Objects

Matching
Accuracy %

Baseline 2815 2616 1161 44.38%

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I (batch) 3034 2691 2147 79.78%

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I (single) 2967 2667 2235 83.80%

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model II 2939 2619 2246 85.76%

SG-BiTLSTM 2992 2701 2355 87.19%
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According to the table that the noun-object matching accuracy of the baseline model is only
44.38%, the matching accuracies of the modified models are between 79.78% and 87.19%, with the
SG-BiTLSTM model reaches the strongest matching accuracy of 87.19%. The proposed models yield
large improvements in terms of both semantic accuracy (Bleu) and matching accuracy.

To prove the effect of the training mode on the matching accuracy of nouns and remote sensing
objects (landslides and hazard-affected bodies), an analysis of the accuracy of the attention correction
with semantic gate model I with two modes is conducted in this section, and the results are presented
in the Table 5.

Table 5. Results of the 2 training modes of the semantic gate and attention model.

Models Total Generated
Nouns

Correct Generated
Nouns

Matching Number
of Nouns Matching Rate %

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I (batch) 3034 2691 2147 79.78%

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I (single) 2967 2667 2235 83.80%
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According to the table above, in the two training modes, the semantic accuracy of single-step
training is slightly higher, this can indicate that the training mode has a limited effect on the accuracy
of image captioning. In terms of the matching accuracy between the nouns and objects, the single-step
training mode realizes a higher matching accuracy of 83.80%, leading the batch training mode by
4.02%. As a result, the single-step training outperforms the other mode, and it is utilized in the
subsequent experiments.

To enhance the function of the semantic gate, we activate the semantic gate with a customized
activation function, the experimental results are presented in the Table 6:

Table 6. Result of the 2 activation functions.

Models Total Generated
Nouns

Correct Generated
Nouns

Matching Number
of Nouns Matching Rate %

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model II

(Sigmoid activation function)
2939 2619 2246 85.76%

SG-BiTLSTM
(a Customized activation) 2992 2701 2355 87.19%

According to the above experiments, using the customized activation function, the noun-object
matching accuracy improved from 85.76% to 87.19%, and the rate of improvement is 1.43%. Therefore,
the SG-BiTLSTM model is selected as the best model.

6.2. Location Analysis of “Multiple to Multiple” and ”1 to 1” Samples

Next, we will analyze the noun-object matching accuracies of the “multiple to multiple” and “1 to
1” samples.

According to the experimental results shown in the Table 7 and Figure 16, the matching accuracy
between the nouns and the objects is higher in “1 to 1” samples than in “multiple to multiple” samples.
The SG-BiTLSTM realizes both the highest noun-object matching accuracy of 91.54% in “1 to 1” and
77.86% in “multiple to multiple” situation.

Table 7. Result of location analysis of “Multiple to Multiple” and ”1 to 1” samples.

Models Total Correct
Nouns

“Multiple to Multiple” Nouns “1 to 1” Nouns

Correct
Number Percentage Matching

Number Percentage Correct
Number

Matching
Number Percentage

Baseline 2616 842 32.19% 417 49.52% 1774 744 41.94%

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I

(batch)
2691 874 32.49% 583 66.70% 1817 1564 86.08%

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model I

(single)
2667 846 31.72% 614 72.58% 1821 1621 89.02%

Attention Correction with
Semantic Gate Model II 2619 858 32.76% 659 76.81% 1761 1587 90.12%

SG-BiTLSTM 2701 858 31.77% 668 77.86% 1843 1687 91.54%
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Figure 16. Location analysis of the samples. (a) Location analysis of the “multiple to multiple” samples;
(b) location analysis of the “1 to 1” samples.

6.3. Semantic Gate Analysis

As mentioned previously, a Sigmoid function and a customized activation function are utilized in
this paper to analyze the effects of the semantic gate, the experimental results are presented as follows.

It can be seen from the Figure 17 that most nouns are concentrate between 0.8 and 1, with the
percentage of 82.72%, while most relationship words are centralized between 0 and 0.2, with the
percentage of 85.30%. This indicates that the Sigmoid function plays a certain role in controlling the
semantic gate. However, of the nouns and the relationship words, 15.79% and 14.42% are still located
between 0.6 and 0.8, which demonstrates that the control effect of the semantic gate still needs to
be improved.

It can be seen from the Figure 18 that the semantic gate value of the most nouns are equal to 1,
with the percentage of 98.09%, simultaneously, most relationship words are centralized between 0 and
0.2, the percentage here is 95.26%. The semantic gate values of both nouns and relationship words in
other intervals are very low, which indicates that the customized activation function performs well at
controlling the semantic gate.

Next, we choose 3 samples (Figure 19a–c) and present the curves output from the semantic gate to
show the relationship between its gate values and time steps.
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Figure 17. Effect of semantic gate with sigmoid activation.
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From the Figure 19 we can see that the final attention weight matrix can locate the objects in the
image better than the original attention weight matrix, which indicates that the semantic gate can
dynamically and adaptively decide to rely on the image or the semantic information.

The experimental results demonstrate that when the word generated from the language LSTM is
not a noun, the value of the original weight matrix may be relatively high because of the calculative
error, namely, they attract incorrect attentions in the image, which may lead to incorrect words.
However, at this time, the value of the semantic gate is 0 and the channel is closed, this issue can be
resolved by controlling the network to only focus on the semantic context information. If the word
output from the prediction LSTM is a noun, the value of the semantic gate is 1, the channel will be
opened, the final weight matrix will be the same as the original weight matrix, and the network will
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focus on the image feature. In conclusion, the semantic gate facilitates dynamically and adaptively
decide to rely on the image information or the semantic context.

6.4. Summary

Comparing with the original LSTM (baseline), the accuracies of the “multiple to multiple” and
“1 to 1” samples of the SG-BiTLSTM model that is proposed in this paper is 77.86% and 91.54%,
respectively, which are both significantly higher than those of the original LSTM. Therefore, this model
performs better in the semantic description of remote sensing images.

Through all improvements above, our experimental results are shown in the Figure 20.
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Figure 20. The result of our method: (a) semantic segmentation map of the entire research area;
(b) remote sensing image corresponding to the part in the red box in (a); (c) corresponding semantic
segmentation map of (b); (d) hazard-affected body map (with yellow boundary) of (b).

7. Conclusions

To evaluate the danger of the landslide accurately, we proposed a novel deep neural network,
SG-BiTLSTM model, which can recognize landslides and the hazard-affected bodies simultaneously
through image captioning. As a result, our method can provide basic geographic information service
for emergency decision-making.

This architecture consists of a bi-temporal LSTM, which can solve the problem of accumulated
error in the process of prediction. Simultaneously, we designed a semantic gate to control the network
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to choose to rely more on the image or the semantic context information. To improve the accuracy of
the location, we defined a method to make the GT of attention, and proposed a calculation method for
the loss of the attention. The experimental results show that the effects of the models proposed in this
paper are significantly higher than the effect of the baseline model in terms of the network accuracy
and the location of the attention.

Our network is based on an open source Artificial Intelligence (AI) platform (TensorFlow), the
semantic gate, Bi-temporal coupling mechanism and customized loss function are designed to be
independent modules, which can be seamlessly embedded into other related applications. As a result,
they have good portability and generality.

However, as a link between the semantic segmentation and image captioning networks, this
work still needs further improvement. The data source of this study is a remote sensing image, so it is
hard to judge the types and depth of landslides. The recognition of landslides is realized according to
the spectral and texture information is this paper. Therefore, the landslides covered by vegetations
could not be recognized based on our method. Furthermore, we recognized the hazard-affected
bodies based on their spatial relationship with landslides. The relationship was extracted from a single
temporal remote sensing image taken by Worldview-1 Satellite. Therefore, the calculation of landslide
magnitude is not supported by the data used in this paper. In the future research, it is still necessary to
combine deep learning, remote sensing and landslides. On the other hand, the change detection based
on multi-temporal remote sensing image [73] is also a direction to be paid attention to in the next step.
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